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1. Introduction

Statistical machine translation (SMT), currently the dominant approach to machine translation (MT), relies on large amounts of parallel text called bitext to learn translation patterns that can be used to translate new text. The statistical paradigm of MT started over two decades ago with word-based models described in the seminal work of Brown et al. (1993), where an MT system automatically learns translation correspondence between word-aligned sentence pairs and selects the most plausible translation for a source language sentence using the language model trained on monolingual data in the target language. Although this general paradigm has not changed, SMT approaches have evolved since then. Only several years after the introduction of word-based models, phrase-based models were proposed that better use local context and handle the translation of non-compositional phrases to yield superior translation accuracy (Och 1999; Koehn, Och, and Marcu 2003). Hierarchical phrase-based models (Chiang 2005, 2007) further advanced the state of the art by allowing non-terminals in phrase-based translation rules called hierarchical phrase pairs, which effectively capture long-distance lexical dependencies because the yields of the non-terminals are of variable lengths and can be arbitrarily long (Zollmann et al. 2008).

Along this main thread, in the last decade there has been intensive research on incorporating syntactic trees produced by syntactic parsers trained on human-annotated treebanks into an SMT model. The attempt to provide syntactic information for SMT models is driven by the widely accepted assumption that word order varies in systematic ways among languages and reordering in a sentence pair often involves syntactic constituents rather than individual words. It is natural then to expect that incorporating syntactic structures into SMT models would lead to improved MT accuracy. Various approaches have been proposed to incorporate syntactic structures, and their differences can be described along two dimensions: whether they use syntactic structures on the source side or the target side or both, and whether they use phrase structures or dependency structures. String-to-tree systems model the syntactic structures of target language sentences (Galley et al. 2004, 2006) and tree-to-string systems model the syntactic structures of source language sentences (Huang, Knight, and Joshi 2006; Liu, Liu, and Lin 2006; Liu et al. 2007; Liu and Gildea 2008). Tree-to-tree systems model the syntactic structures of both source and target language sentences (Eisner 2003; Ding and Palmer 2005; Cowan, Kučerová, and Collins 2006; Zhang et al. 2008; Liu, Lü, and Liu 2009). Early syntax-based models generally use phrase structure (or constituent structure) trees and later syntax-based systems also use dependency trees (Shen, Xu, and Weischedel 2008). The general observation about syntax-based models is that although incorporating syntactic structures has led to solid gains, there are also challenges that have prevented syntax-based systems from realizing their full potential. The first challenge is the inevitable errors acquired in automatic syntactic parsing. Syntax-based systems rely on syntactic parsers trained on manually annotated treebanks to automatically parse large quantities of parallel text in order to extract translation rules. Even though state-of-the-art parsers can parse English text at over 90% accuracy (Charniak 2000; Petrov and Klein 2007) when evaluated against standard benchmarks such as the Penn TreeBank (Marcus, Santorini, and Marcinkiewicz 1993; Marcus et al. 1994), syntactic parsing accuracy for other languages is considerably lower (Wang and Xue 2014). In addition, even for English, there is considerable performance degradation when the data that needs to be parsed is different from the Wall Street Journal newswire articles that the parsers are generally trained on. Syntax-based
SMT systems are only competitive when used in conjunction with techniques such as packed forests, which relax the need to use one-best parses (Mi and Huang 2008; Mi, Huang, and Liu 2008). The second challenge is that the constraints imposed by the syntactic structures have been shown to be too stringent, and prevent useful syntax-based translation rules that do not obey syntactic constituent boundaries from being used in SMT models and hurt MT performance (Koehn 2009). Effective techniques have been developed to address this issue by identifying heuristics to relax the constraints of syntactic structures when extracting translation rules (Zollmann and Venugopal 2006).

As the gain of incorporating syntactic information has plateaued, the field is poised to climb up the Vauquois Pyramid (Vauquois 1968) and start exploring the utility of semantic representations for SMT systems, mirroring the progression of earlier rule-based approaches in the previous incarnation of MT research. The hope is that more abstract semantic representations can better address translation divergences than syntactic structures, and this advantage will hopefully offset the potential harm caused by the expected drop in the accuracy of semantic analyzers that are more difficult to develop than syntactic parsers. The development of the AMR Bank (Banarescu et al. 2013) is the latest attempt in that direction, although it is important to point out that the significance of such semantically annotated corpora goes far beyond the narrow purpose of MT, and that the AMR Bank is neither the first nor the only attempt to develop semantically annotated resources that can be used for MT purposes. Similar efforts include a series of head-driven phrase structure grammar-based resources (e.g., LingGO Redwoods Treebank and the DeepBank) (Oepen et al. 2002; Flickinger, Zhang, and Kordoni 2012; Bender et al. 2015; Flickinger, Oepen, and Bender 2017), the semantic layers of which are based on Minimal Recursion Semantics (MRS) (Copestake et al. 2005), a semantic representation framework that has been adopted in modern semantic transfer-based MT systems (Lønning et al. 2004). As the field prepares to take this next step of incorporating semantic representation into the SMT paradigm, it is worth asking: i) Are translation divergences properly represented by the kind of syntax-based translation rules such as hierarchical phrase pairs used in current systems? ii) Can these rules be properly extracted from existing syntactically annotated parallel treebanks? iii) What are the advantages and challenges in building semantic representations that can bridge translation divergences?

We try to answer these questions by identifying and categorizing actual translation divergences in a parallel treebank, and extracting (an enhanced form of) hierarchical phrase pairs to see if the translation divergences can be captured by these hierarchical phrase pairs. We then look into whether the translation divergences pose any challenge for attempts at devising semantic representations that are supposed to bridge the divergences. To do this, we first manually align about 10,000 Chinese–English sentence pairs that have been manually parsed syntactically on both sides, and then semi-automatically extract and categorize translation divergences between the two languages. The manual alignment is hierarchical in that it is performed at both the word level (between terminal nodes) and the constituent level (between non-terminal nodes), and is done in a way that eliminates conflicts and redundancies between word alignments and syntactic trees. This is necessary in order not to generate spurious translation divergences. The Chinese–English language pair is chosen for this study because parallel treebanks for these two languages can be readily found. Manually constructed rather than automatically produced parse trees are used because we want to isolate genuine translation divergences resulting from different syntactic
realizations between the source and target languages from artificial ones caused by parsing errors.¹

There are three main findings from our study: 1) The translation divergences are much more diverse than previously realized. Previous discussions of translation divergence are mostly qualitative in nature, covering a few widely recognized linguistic differences between languages without the necessary empirical support (Dorr 1994). Using an actual corpus allows us to not only extract all possible divergences that actually occur in the corpus but also quantify each type of translation divergence. This quantitative information can guide MT researchers to focus on high pay-off translation divergences when designing their MT systems. For example, some high-profile translation divergence such as “head-switching” that are frequently mentioned in MT work (e.g., Ding and Palmer 2005) turn out to be very rare in our corpus, whereas other translation divergences that are barely mentioned exist in large quantities. 2) For the most part, the translation divergences can be captured by the kind of hierarchical phrase pairs used in modern SMT systems. By that we mean that the translation divergences can be encapsulated in hierarchical phrase pairs that contain a small number of lexical items that are likely to repeat in a parallel corpus of the size that is typically used to train SMT systems. Our study also found, however, that existing treebanks are not optimally suited for extracting such phrase pairs in that some structures are too flat for the purpose of extracting minimal rules. As a result, there is a significant number of rules that are rather long and unlikely to repeat in an actual corpus. This suggests that for MT purposes it may be worth enriching existing treebanks with additional structures to the extent that they are linguistically justified. Such enhanced treebanks, together with a hierarchical alignment scheme as described in this article, will allow us to extract syntax-based translation rules that better capture translation divergences. 3) Although some translation divergences can be bridged by designing shared semantic representations across languages, other translation divergences are open-ended and building shared semantic representations for such translation divergences may be impractical. The problem would only become more severe in a multilingual setting than in a bilingual setting.

The rest of the article is organized as follows: In Section 2, we describe in detail the guiding principle and annotation procedure of our Hierarchically Aligned Chinese–English Parallel Treebank (HACEPT). We show that our hierarchical alignment approach harmonizes word alignment and syntactic structures, and prevents the extraction of spurious translation divergences. In Section 3, we systematically examine translation divergences between Chinese and English based on this corpus. Using the alignment between non-terminal nodes, we semi-automatically identify and categorize the translation divergences into seven types, and provide statistics for each type. In Section 4, we show that HACEPT can be used to extract hierarchical phrase pairs that are consistent with the constituent boundaries in the parse trees and able to capture the translation divergences identified in our corpus. We present a distribution of the extracted hierarchical phrase pairs by the number of lexical items to show that for the most part it is feasible to learn such phrases from a large parallel corpus. We also show, however, that the flat structures in existing treebanks are not optimal for extracting such phrase pairs and result in a significant number of large phrase pairs that are unlikely to repeat even in a large parallel corpus. In Section 5, we briefly discuss the

¹ We did our best to minimize artificial divergences, but, as pointed out by a reviewer, “surely some remain because of annotation errors/differences in analytical choices.”
implications of our research for efforts to bridge translation divergences by devising semantic representations that are shared across languages. We discuss related work in Section 6 and conclude the paper in Section 7.

2. A Hierarchical Approach to Aligning the Parallel TreeBank

In this section, we introduce in detail how we construct HACEPT for the study of translation divergences. But first, we explain why we chose to build HACEPT instead of directly making use of existing parallel corpora.

2.1 Issues with Word Alignment

The main reason why we do not use existing word-aligned parallel corpora to extract and study translation divergences is because they have many spurious word alignments, which cause two problems for the study of translation divergences. The first problem is that, as shown by Zhu, Li, and Xiao (2015) and Deng, Xue, and Guo (2015), they impede the extraction of legitimate phrasal translation equivalents, which may manifest translation divergences. The second problem is that they generate phrase pairs, which, if used to extract translation divergences, will provide artificial divergences that do not reflect real cross-linguistic differences. This subsection elaborates on the latter problem, which is much more harmful to the investigation of translation divergences. The discussion of the problem motivates our hierarchical alignment approach, which ensures that word alignments are harmonized with syntactic parses and avoids the generation of artificial translation divergences.

We begin with the discussion of different word alignment scenarios. Given a word in a source-language sentence, there are in total three logical possibilities about its translation counterpart in the target-language sentence:

- An equivalent exists in the target-language sentence, which matches the word in both lexical meaning and grammatical function.
- There is a candidate in the target-language sentence, which does not have the same lexical meaning and/or grammatical function as the word but could be used as the translation counterpart of the word in the given context.
- The word has no translation counterpart in the target-language sentence at all.

We now provide concrete examples to discuss each of these three possibilities. For all the examples, a word-by-word gloss is provided under the Chinese expression, which is on the left of the <> symbol used to connect the Chinese expression and its English translation. Word alignments between the two expressions are marked by numeric subscripts, so words with the same subscript digit form a word alignment. Irrelevant constituents in the expressions are replaced by phrase category variables.  

2 Abbreviations used in the gloss for the Chinese expressions are as follows: CL = Classifier, PERF = Perfective aspect marker, PRT = Particle, RS = Resultative Suffix.
First consider the following examples that illustrate the first possibility.

(1) 双边₁ 贸易₂ <-> bilateral₁ trade₂
bilateral trade
(2) 不₁ 会₂ VP <-> will₂ not₁ VP
not will

The two content words in the Chinese phrase in Example (1) both have the same lexical meaning as their English translations. Similarly, the two Chinese function words in Example (2), namely, the negation 不 and the modal 会, match their English translations in grammatical function. As a result, the words are aligned as indicated by the subscripts. In MT literature, word alignments illustrated by Examples (1) and (2) are called sure alignments. We will ignore sure alignments in our discussion, because they are straightforward and easy to deal with.

Next consider these examples:

(3) 这般 黑色 幽默 的 背后 究竟 有 几许 猫腻₁ 呢?
this black humor PRT back on-earth have how-many dirty-trick PRT
<-> How many stories₁ are hiding behind that black humor?
(4) 离开₁ 的 时间₂ <-> time₂ of leaving₁
leave PRT time

Let us first look at the two content words with subscripts in Example (3), which exemplify the second possibility. The Chinese noun 猫腻 literally means “something fishy or shady that probably involves some illegal deal or dirty trick.” The “fishy/shady/illegal/dirty” component in the lexical meaning of the Chinese noun is missing in the lexical meaning of the English noun story. In other words, strictly speaking, 猫腻 and story have different lexical meanings. However, contextual information makes up for what is missing in the literal meaning of story (the context for Example (3) is a news story about a thief who left a note on the wall of a home he broke into to encourage the home owner to work harder), and we believe that stories is an appropriate translation for 猫腻 in that context. The fact is that it is usually not easy, sometimes even impossible, to find a perfect match in translation of words when it comes to lexical semantics. We think that in cases like Example (3), the two words in question should be aligned and we will not discuss them further.

The example in (4) illustrates the second possibility with two function words that have no lexical content, namely, 的 and of. The Chinese function word 的 is used after a constituent, a VP headed by the verb 离开/‘leave’ in the current case, to signal a modification relationship in a nominal phrase. The English translation of the Chinese phrase also contains a function word, namely the preposition of. The fact is that 的 and of do not have the same grammatical function because the former is not a preposition. Chinese prepositions behave like English ones in taking a following complement to form a PP. By contrast, 的 can never function as a head to take a complement after it. It always forms a constituent with a previous phrase, which can then modify a head or stand alone without a following head. Although 的 is not a preposition and has very different grammatical functions than of, they could, in practice, be treated as translation counterparts in this particular context for alignment purposes. Such context-dependent alignments are generally referred to as possible alignments in MT literature. We will
come back to issues involving possible alignments such as whether 的 and of should be aligned shortly.

Lastly, let us look at the following examples for the third possibility:

(5) 1书_2 <> three_1books_2
three CL book

(6)想_1VP <> want_1to VP
want

(7) 关注_1文化_2建设_3方面_4的_内容_4 <>
pay-attention-to culture construction aspect PRT content
pay_1attention_1to_1the contents_4of cultural_2construction_3

(8)一九九五年_1, 国家_2开发_3银行_4VP <>
1995 nation development bank
In 1995, the National_2Development_3Bank_4VP

There are two situations where the third possibility takes place. The first scenario is that a word in the source language has no equivalent in the target language and therefore cannot possibly have a translation counterpart. The two cases in Examples (5) and (6) both illustrate this situation. Chinese is a so-called classifier language, where a function word called “classifier” such as 本 in Example (5) is required between a numeral and a count noun. English, by contrast, is not a classifier language, where numerals can directly modify count nouns. The Chinese classifier 本 lacks an equivalent in English and therefore has no translation counterpart in Example (5) at all. Similarly, in Example (6), Chinese lacks an infinitive marker and therefore the English to has no translation counterpart.

The other situation for the third possibility is that a word in the source language does have an equivalent in the target language, but because of linguistic or translation-related reasons, the word does not get translated and therefore has no translation counterpart. The two cases in Examples (7) and (8) are examples of this situation. The Chinese phrase 文化 建设 方面 的 内容 in Example (7) literally means “content of the aspects in cultural construction.” The noun 方面/‘aspect’ is not translated and has no translation counterpart. Chinese temporal expressions such as 一九九五年/’1995’ in Example (8) can directly function as an adverbial without the help of the preposition 在/‘in’. As a result, the English preposition in can but does not have a translation counterpart in Example (8).

Cases illustrated by Examples (4) through (8) pose a big challenge for word alignment. For cases like Example (4) where two function words such as 的 and of have different grammatical functions, should we align them or not? For cases like Example (5) where words such as the classifier 本 in Example (5) simply have no translation counterparts, how should we do word alignment? To align, or not to align, is the dilemma we are in when dealing with words without translation counterparts in word alignment. In the literature, both the “align” and the “not to align” option have been put into practice, and we will first discuss the problems of aligning these words in the next subsection.
2.2 The Motivation for a Hierarchical Approach to Word Alignment

If we take the “align” option to deal with words without translation counterparts, we will need to align, say, 的 and of in Example (4), despite the fact that the two words do not match in grammatical function. But what about words such as 本 in Example (5), which simply has no translation counterpart at all? A common approach adopting the “align” option is to glue such a word to a neighboring host word that has a translation counterpart, and then align the two as a whole with the counterpart of the host (Melamed 1998; Li, Ge, and Strassel 2009). For instance, the Chinese classifier 本 in Example (5) will be attached to, say, the previous numeral 三/‘three’, and the string 三 本 will be aligned to the English three. For ease of discussion, we will refer to this practice as the “glue-to-a-host” strategy (GTAHS).

There are two serious problems of aligning words without translation counterparts for our study of translation divergences. The first is that it creates spurious ambiguities and translation divergences, which we elaborate on herein.

For cases like 的 and of in Example (4), because the two words do not match in grammatical function, they only co-occur in the current particular example and the translation correspondence will change with the context. 的 is only one of many elements that co-occur with the English of in translation. Similarly, many other words besides the preposition of have been used to translate 的. Let us just take the translation of 的, for example:

(9) 约翰的 父亲2 <> John’a father2
    John PRT father
(10) 北京的 天气2 <> weather2 in Beijing1
    Beijing PRT weather
(11) 我买的 书3 <> books3 which I1 bought2
    I buy PRT book
(12) 外向型的 经济2 的 发展3 <> outwardly1 economic2 development3
    outward economy PRT development

As shown here, if we are going to word-align 的, its alignment can be ’s in Example (9), the preposition in in Example (10), the relative pronoun which in Example (11), and nothing in Example (12) among many other things.

As for cases like 本 in Example (5), the GTAHS also creates spurious ambiguities and translation divergences. Consider the following example, where the Chinese noun 苹果/‘apple’ is aligned to six English strings:

(13) 吃 苹果1 <> eat apples1/an1 apple1/the1 apple1
    eat apple
(14) 喜欢 苹果1 <> fond of1 apples1
    like apple

3 This raises the question of which neighboring word should be chosen as the host, which is by no means easy to answer. To the best of our knowledge, this issue has never been explicitly discussed in the literature of word alignment practice that adopts this approach.
(15) 谈论 苹果₁ ↔ talk about₁ apples₁
discuss apple

(16) 给 他们 苹果₁ ↔ provide them with₁ apples₁
give they apple

The Chinese 苹果 and the English apple match in lexical meaning and are both unambiguous. In cases where the English noun is used with a determiner as in Example (13), because Chinese has no determiners and the bare noun 苹果 can be the appropriate translation for either an apple or the apple, given a context, the GTAHS attaches the determiner to apple and the whole string is aligned with 苹果. In other similar cases where an English element such as a preposition is absent in Chinese, as in Examples (14), (15), and (16), the GTAHS glues the preposition to apple and the whole PP is aligned with 苹果. With the GTAHS, the unambiguous Chinese 苹果 ends up being aligned with more than one English string. This kind of spurious ambiguity is very common given the GTAHS, which generates many word alignments where one source language word is aligned to multiple target language words or vice versa and causes artificial translation divergence.

The second issue of aligning words without translation counterparts is that it causes incompatibilities between word alignments and syntactic structures. The problem is more prominent with words that simply have no translation counterparts, such as 本 in Example (5). For these words, by attaching them to a host, the GTAHS effectively creates rudimentary syntactic structures that are often incompatible with the syntactic structures annotated based on existing treebanking annotation standards. Consider the following examples:

(17) 如果₁ 我 是 他 的 话₁ ↔ If₁ I were him
    if₁ I be he PRT
(18) 他 正₁ 访问₁ 北京 ↔ He is₁ visiting₁ Beijing
    he right visit Beijing
(19) 新 年₁ 伊始 ↔ the beginning of the₁ new year₁
    new year start
(20) 迅速 有效地 解决₁ 问题 ↔
    to₁ quickly and efficiently solve₁ the problem
    quick efficiently solve problem

Let us take Example (17) for instance. The first four words in the Chinese phrase each make a one-to-one correspondence with the four words in the English translation. The last word in the Chinese phrase, namely, the particle 的话, is left out with no translation counterpart. The GTAHS as implemented by Li, Ge, and Strassel (2009) attaches this word to 如果/’if’ and aligns the discontinuous string 如果 ... 的话 with If.⁴ However, the two words do not form a constituent in the parse tree of the sentence generated by the Chinese TreeBank (Xue et al. 2005). As a matter of fact, all the aligned multi-word strings in these four examples do not correspond to a constituent in a

---
⁴ The four examples discussed here are all quoted from Li, Ge, and Strassel (2009). As mentioned in footnote 3, there is no discussion as to how the host word is chosen. The reason why the particle is attached to 如果 but not another word is presumably because the two usually co-occur.
Penn TreeBank (Marcus, Santorini, and Marcinkiewicz 1993) or Chinese TreeBank (Xue et al. 2005) parse tree. This means that the word alignments conflict with the syntactic structures of the sentences. This kind of conflict is very common in the GTAHS, and will introduce noise in our study of translation divergence.

Given that aligning words without translation counterparts has problems, the other option is not to align them. But if we are not going to align them, where and how should we capture them?

A deep linguistic reason for the problems of existent approaches to words without translation counterparts is that these approaches all try to represent syntactic information on the word level. Words without translation counterparts are mostly function words, especially language-particular ones such as Chinese classifiers or the English infinitive marker. A function word does not stand alone in the syntax. Rather, it involves other constituents in the syntax to signal important grammatical relations. For instance, 's in English indicates the possessive relation between two constituents within a noun phrase. Furthermore, every function word has its syntactic domain where it plays its grammatical role. For instance, the Chinese classifier could be viewed as a functional head in a nominal phrase, where it takes the projection of the following noun as its complement (Li 1999). This means that function words are syntactic in nature and should be represented syntactically. However, all the existing word alignment practice we know of handles function words on the word level, and treats word alignment as a stand-alone task without systematically considering its interaction with the syntactic structure of a sentence. The inevitable consequence of this practice is that incompatibilities between word alignments and syntactic structures will arise in many places as shown in these examples.\(^5\)

To solve the problem, we should separate the word level and phrasal level and shift the burden of representing syntactic information to the latter level. Guided by this consideration, we propose hierarchical alignment, where alignment happens on both the word level and the phrasal level in a coordinated and harmonious way. Making use of parallel treebanks, we perform word-level and phrase-level alignments simultaneously on parallel phrase-based parse trees, attempting to construct a hierarchically aligned corpus where word alignments are harmonized with syntactic structures. Our main innovation is to leave words without translation counterparts unaligned on the word level, and capture them on the phrasal level with the alignment between the appropriate phrases that encapsulate the unaligned words. In the next subsection, we describe how we do this type of new annotation in detail, and show that our corpus is free of the problems discussed in this section.

2.3 Annotation Specification and Procedure of Hierarchical Alignment

We take the Chinese–English portion of the Parallel Aligned Treebank described in Li et al. (2012) for annotation. Our data consist of three batches: one batch is Web blogs, one batch is postings from online discussion forums, and one batch is newswire. The actual direction of translation in creating this data is this: Newswire articles and discussion forum postings are from Chinese to English, and blogs are from English to Chinese. Attaching a function word to a head during word alignment does not necessarily lead to incompatibilities if the word alignment guidelines are compatible with the treebank guidelines. In practice, existing word alignment guidelines neither explicitly take the syntactic structure into consideration nor come up with aligning methods that are compatible with treebanks. The need to attach a function word to its head demonstrates the need to refer to syntactic structures, but this has never been systematically considered.

\(^5\) Attaching a function word to a head during word alignment does not necessarily lead to incompatibilities if the word alignment guidelines are compatible with the treebank guidelines. In practice, existing word alignment guidelines neither explicitly take the syntactic structure into consideration nor come up with aligning methods that are compatible with treebanks. The need to attach a function word to its head demonstrates the need to refer to syntactic structures, but this has never been systematically considered.
to Chinese. The English sentences in the data set are annotated based on the original Penn TreeBank (PTB) annotation stylebook (Bies et al. 1995) as well as its extensions (Warner et al. 2004), while the Chinese sentences in the data set are annotated based on the Chinese TreeBank (CTB) annotation guidelines (Xue and Xia 1998) and its extensions (Zhang and Xue 2012). The Parallel Aligned Treebank only has word alignments, which are done under the GTAHS, and no phrase alignments.

The main departure of our approach is that we loosen the requirement that every word in a sentence pair needs to be word-aligned. On the word level, we only align words that have an equivalent in terms of lexical meaning and grammatical function. For words that do not have a translation counterpart, we leave them unaligned and locate the appropriate phrases in which they appear to be aligned. This immediately eliminates the spurious ambiguities discussed for the GTAHS. Because phrase alignment is done between syntactic nodes on parallel parse trees, we also eliminate the incompatibilities between word alignments and syntactic structures. For an illustration of the points made here, see the discussion of the concrete example in Figure 1.

Next let us introduce our annotation procedure. Our annotators are presented with sentence pairs that come with parallel parse trees. The task of the annotator is to decide, first on the word level and then on the phrase level, if a word or phrase needs to be aligned at all, and if so, to which word or phrase it should be aligned. The decisions about word alignment and phrase alignment are not independent, and must obey the well-formedness constraints as outlined in Tinsley et al. (2007):

A. A non-terminal node can only be aligned once.
B. If node $n_c$ is aligned to node $n_e$, then all the descendants of $n_c$ can only be aligned to the descendants of $n_e$.
C. If node $n_c$ is aligned to node $n_e$, then all the ancestors of $n_c$ can only be aligned to the ancestors of $n_e$.

This means that once a word alignment is in place, it puts constraints on phrase alignments. A pair of non-terminal nodes $(n_c, n_e)$ cannot be aligned if a word that is a descendant of $n_c$ is aligned to a word that is not a descendant of $n_e$ on the word level.

Let us use the concrete example in Figure 1 to illustrate the annotation process, which is guided by a set of detailed annotation guidelines (Deng and Xue 2014b). As shown in the figure, on the word level, only those words that are connected with a dashed line are aligned, because they have equivalents. Note that five Chinese words, namely, 把 (a function word used to prepose the object to the left of the verb), 一/‘one’, 个 (a classifier), 这样/‘this way’, 做/‘do’, and three English words, namely, the infinitive marker to and the two determiners a and the, are left unaligned on the word level. Aligning these words will generate spurious ambiguities and create incompatibilities between word alignments and syntactic structures, which we elaborate on next.

---

6 With the GTAHS, it is required that all the words should be aligned between two parallel sentences, as can be seen from the following statement quoted from page 5 of the LDC guidelines for Chinese–English word alignment (Li, Ge, and Strassel 2009): “All words in both source and target languages should be linked or marked. No single piece could be left unattended.”

7 Note that this does not rule out one-to-many or many-to-many alignments, which are allowed as long as they are equivalent in both lexical meaning and grammatical function. For instance, the one-to-many alignment between the English compound noun White House and the Chinese simple noun 白宫 is considered legitimate.
Figure 1
A hierarchically aligned sentence pair.
If 把 is to be word-aligned, it could be glued to the following demonstrative 那/‘that’ and the string 把 那 will be aligned to the English that. Note that 那 and that are unambiguous and form a one-to-one correspondence. With the word alignment between 把 那 and that, we make the unambiguous that correspond to both 那 and 把 那 (and possibly more strings), thus creating spurious ambiguity and translation divergence. Also note that the string 把 那 does not form a constituent in the Chinese parse tree, so the word alignment is incompatible with the syntactic structure of the sentence. By leaving 把 unaligned, we avoid both the spurious ambiguity and the incompatibility. The same logic applies to the English infinitive marker to if it were glued to, say, want and want to is aligned with 要/‘want’. For the English determiner the, spurious ambiguity and translation divergence will arise if we attach it to a host, say community, and align the community with 社区/‘community’. The incompatibility issue will not arise though, because the community does form a constituent in the English parse tree. However, redundancy has been created between the word alignment and the syntactic structure since syntactic parsing has already associated the with community by grouping them to form an NP, and there is no need to repeat this information on the word level. What about a? One may suggest that a could be aligned with the string 一个 since the English determiner and the Chinese numeral-classifier cluster are both about singularity, and aligning them takes care of the two function words a and 个 simultaneously. This alignment, however, will cause spurious ambiguity because a has been translated as many things in addition to a, such as the word 某/‘certain’ with or without a classifier in “a teacher1 <>某 (位) 老师1”, the word 每/‘each’ in “3 dollars1 a gallon2 <> 每 加仑 3 美元1”, and so forth. Lastly, let us look at the two Chinese words 这样/‘this way’ and 做/‘do’. The reason why these two words, both of which have lexical content, do not get translated is because of cross-linguistic differences about VP ellipsis between Chinese and English. The English grammar allows VP ellipsis, which is why it is possible to use can without repeating what has been said in the previous sentence, namely, the VP call that placing a toll gate on the community. By contrast, VP ellipsis in Chinese is more restricted and it is odd to use 可以/‘can’ alone in the second clause, which is why 这样 做/‘do so’ is used to refer back to the ellided VP 把 那 叫 做 对 社区 安置 一个 收费 门禁/‘call that placing a toll gate on the community’. To do word alignment with 这样 做, one needs to attach the two words to, say, 可以和 align the string 可以 这样 做 with can, which will create spurious ambiguity.

With all the word alignments in place, next the annotator needs to perform phrase alignments, which will capture the unaligned words. Note that word alignments place restrictions on phrase alignments. For instance, VP_{e3} cannot be aligned with VP_{c3}, because that, a descendant of VP_{c3}, is aligned to 那, which is not a descendant of VP_{c3}. By contrast, IP_{2} is a possible alignment for VP_{c3} because the alignment does not violate the well-formedness constraints. The annotator then needs to decide whether this possible phrase alignment should actually be made. This is a challenging task because, for a given phrase, usually there is more than one candidate from which a single alignment needs to be picked. For instance, for VP_{c3}, besides IP_{2}, there is another possible phrase alignment, namely, VP_{c2}, which also obeys the well-formedness constraints. Because a non-terminal node is not allowed to be aligned to multiple non-terminal nodes on the other side, the annotator needs to choose one between the two candidates. This highlights the point that the alignment of non-terminal nodes cannot be deterministically inferred from the alignment of terminal nodes. This is especially true given our approach where some terminal nodes are left unaligned on the word level. For instance, VP_{c2} and VP_{c3} are both possible phrase alignments for VP_{c2}, and the reason why VP_{c2} is also a possible alignment for VP_{c2} is because the word to is left unaligned. If to were
glued to, say, want, and want to is aligned with 要/want', VP_{c2} could not be aligned with VP_{c2} since 要/want’ is not a descendant of VP_{c2} and aligning the two nodes will violate Constraint B.

Given this discussion, Constraints A, B, and C together do not fully resolve the alignment of non-terminal nodes. Constraint A only requires that a non-terminal node should be aligned once; it says nothing about how to find the specific alignment for a non-terminal node. This is where manual annotation kicks in, and the decisions regarding the alignment of non-terminal nodes are based on linguistic considerations. One key consideration is to determine which non-terminal nodes encapsulate the grammatical relations signaled by the unaligned words so that the alignment of non-terminal nodes will effectively capture the unaligned words in their syntactic contexts. When identifying non-terminal nodes to align, we follow two seemingly conflicting general principles:

- Phrase alignment should not sever key dependencies involving the grammatical relation signaled by an unaligned word.
- Phrase alignment should be minimal, in the sense that the phrase alignment should contain only the elements involved in the grammatical relation, and nothing more.

The first principle ensures that the grammatical relation involving an unaligned word is properly encapsulated in the aligned non-terminal nodes. For example, in Figure 1, the reason why we align VP_{e3} with VP_{c2} but not IP_{r2} is that we need to include the function word 把 in the phrase alignment, because the very reason why the object of the verb 叫做/call’, namely, 那/’that’, appears before the verb is due to the presence of 把. In other words, there is an important grammatical dependency between 那 and 把, and excluding 把 outside the phrase alignment that contains 那 will sever this dependency.

The first principle in and of itself is insufficient to produce desired alignment. Taken to the extreme, it can be trivially satisfied by aligning the two root nodes of the sentence pair. We also need the alignment to be minimal, in the sense that aligned non-terminal nodes should contain only the elements involved in the grammatical relation signaled by an unaligned word, and nothing more. These two requirements used in conjunction ensure that a unique phrase alignment can be found for each unaligned word.\(^8\) Subsequently we show that all the unaligned words are properly captured by the alignment between the appropriate phrases that function as the syntactic contexts of the words.

As already mentioned, the grammatical function of 把 is to prepose the object to the left of the verb. VP_{c2} is the smallest constituent that contains 把, the object, and the verb, and the phrase alignment between VP_{c2} and VP_{e3} captures 把 in its syntactic context. Similarly, aligning VP_{c1} with VP_{c1} captures the English infinitive marker to in its smallest syntactic context because there is an idiosyncratic dependency between the word and

---

\(^8\) This means that, just like the word alignment practice adopting the GTAHS, every single terminal node in a sentence pair will be taken care of when the annotation is done in our practice (see footnote 6). The difference between our approach and the GTAHS is how and where the words without translation counterparts are captured. Note that there is no requirement that all non-terminal nodes should be aligned. The fact is that some non-terminal nodes may be unaligned, as shown by Figure 1.
the verb want. The phrase alignment between NP\(_c^3\) and NP\(_e^3\) captures the, and the phrase alignment between NP\(_c^4\) and NP\(_e^4\) captures a and 个. The two unaligned Chinese words 这样/‘this way’ and 做/‘do’ are captured in the phrase alignment between VP\(_c^7\) and VP\(_e^6\) since VP\(_c^7\) and VP\(_e^6\) are the smallest syntactic contexts where VP ellipsis in the two languages takes place.

Following the principles and procedure introduced here, the annotator checks every non-terminal node in the Chinese parse tree to see if it can be aligned. They do the check from the topmost root node all the way down to the lowest non-terminal node(s). If a node can be aligned, the annotator makes an alignment. If a node cannot be aligned, they skip it and keep going. When the check finishes, they stop. This is how we have constructed HACEPT, which has 9,897 sentence pairs. Our purpose for constructing HACEPT is to provide a useful resource for MT research. In the rest of this article, we show how HACEPT could benefit MT research. But before that, we will first report some statistics about the inter-annotator agreement (IAA) of our annotation, which is a way of both evaluating the annotation quality and judging the intuitiveness of the annotation task.

An unintuitive annotation task would force the annotator to make subjective choices, which would result in low IAA. Because the annotation task involves parse trees, ideally we need annotators who are trained in syntax, but that would put a constraint on the pool of qualified annotators and make it difficult for the annotation to scale up. In our annotation experiments, we use four annotators who are fluent in both English and Chinese but have no prior linguistic training, led by a syntactician who performs the final adjudication.

The IAA statistics presented in Table 1 are based on 2,500 double-annotated sentence pairs, which are divided into five chunks of 500 sentence pairs each. The statistics are for phrase alignment only because that is the difficult part in the annotation (word alignments in our annotation are all sure alignments and comparatively easy to do). As can be seen from the table, the micro-average for the five chunks is 0.87 (F1-measure),\(^9\) indicating that we are able to get good quality annotation for this task. In addition, the agreement statistics for the five chunks are very stable, even though they are performed by different pairs of annotators, indicating we are getting consistent annotation from different annotators.

\(^9\) Using chance-corrected measures such as Kappa is not straightforward in this annotation setting, so we only report raw agreement scores in terms of F1-measure.
In the next section, we rely on HACEPT to systematically study translation divergences between Chinese and English.

3. Extracting and Categorizing Translation Divergences using HACEPT

Translation divergence (TD) poses a great challenge to MT research because it is ubiquitous in parallel text and makes the straightforward transfer from source structures to target structures difficult or even impractical. With a hierarchically aligned parallel treebank in place, we are ready to semi-automatically extract and categorize the translation divergences between the two languages. In the first subsection, we provide a definition for TD and classify all the instances of TD we have found into seven types according to the linguistic causes of the divergence. In the second subsection, we provide key statistics about the TD instances, and compare our findings with previous work on TD.

3.1 Define and Classify TD Between Chinese and English

Based on our annotation, we define translation divergence as follows:

**Definition 1**
Suppose $n_c$ and $n_e$ are two aligned non-terminal nodes. There is a translation divergence between $n_c$ and $n_e$ if and only if at least one of the following two conditions is met:

- At least one of all the immediate daughters of either $n_c$ or $n_e$ is unaligned or aligned to more than one node.
- All immediate daughters of both $n_c$ and $n_e$ are one-to-one aligned, but the daughter nodes appear in different word order under $n_c$ and $n_e$.

Figure 1 also provides a relevant example here. As shown by the blue dotted lines, there are in total 14 alignments between non-terminal nodes. Seven of these 14 phrase alignments do not have translation divergence and the other seven all have divergence. For instance, the alignment between IP$_1$ and S$_1$ do not have translation divergence because both nodes have two immediate daughter nodes, and there is a one-to-one alignment between the two immediate daughter nodes in the same word order. In other words, neither of the two conditions in the definition is met and therefore no translation divergence arises. Similarly, the alignment between the two subject NPs, namely, NP$_{c1}$ and NP$_{e1}$, does not involve translation divergence for the same reason. Now let us look at the alignment between, say, VP$_{c2}$ and VP$_{e3}$. The Chinese VP$_{c2}$ has two immediate daughter nodes BA and IP$_2$, the first of which dominates the terminal node 把. Note that 把 is unaligned, which means that the first condition in the definition is met and therefore the phrase alignment between VP$_{c2}$ and VP$_{e3}$ is an instance of translation divergence.

Based on this definition, we have found in total 62,809 instances of TD. All the TD instances we have found in HACEPT arise either because of cross-linguistic differences between Chinese and English or because of non-literal translations. Non-literal
translations arise because it is a common practice in translation that the translator chooses a non-literal translation due to considerations about naturalness, discourse coherence, and so forth. Non-literal translations may cause a divergence between the source and target sentence. For instance, we have found in our corpus that *take glee in* instead of *like* is used to translate the Chinese verb 喜欢 /'like', which, as a result, creates an instance of translation divergence. It is worth pointing out that previous research on TD, such as Dorr (1994), generally ignores TD caused by non-literal translations, presumably because it is avoidable if the non-literal translation is changed to a literal one. By contrast, we will take the TD instances caused by non-literal translations into consideration. This is because non-literal translations abound in real-life corpora like ours and the translation divergence that they cause cannot be ignored and needs to be dealt with.

Next we classify the TD instances into different patterns and describe these patterns. All the TD instances are classified according to the linguistic reason from which the divergence arises. We identified seven major linguistic reasons that cover all the TD instances:

- Lexical encoding (LE)
- Transitivity (TR)
- Absence of function words (AFW)
- Category mismatch (CM)
- Reordering (RE)
- Dropped elements (DE)
- Structural paraphrase (SP)

We now provide a definition and a few concrete examples for each of these seven types.

3.1.1 Lexical Encoding (LE). The definition of **lexical encoding** (LE) is as follows:

**Definition 2**
Because of a non-literal translation or cross-linguistic difference in lexicalization, a given lexical item in one language is translated or expressed by a continuous or discontinuous string of words in the other language, and this causes translation divergence.

Here are some examples of LE from our corpus:

(21) 安排1 NP 的 优先1 顺序1 <> prioritize1 NP
    arrange NP PRT priority order
(22) NP 崛起1 <> NP rise1 to1 prominence1
(23) 每1 年1 <> annually1
each year
(24) 日前1 <> a1 few1 days1 ago1
Examples (21) and (22) are LE instances due to differences in lexicalization between Chinese and English. Chinese lacks a lexical equivalent to the English verb *prioritize*, which has to be expressed by the discontinuous string 安排 ... 的优先顺序 (i.e., to arrange the priority order of ...). Similarly, the Chinese verb 增起 does not have an English counterpart and the lexical-semantic information encoded in the word needs to be conveyed by the multi-word expression *rise to prominence*. Examples (23) and (24) are both LE instances caused by non-literal translations. The Chinese phrase 每/‘each’ 年/‘year’ has the literal translation *each year* in English but is translated as *annually*. The English phrase *a few days ago* has the literal translation 几/‘several’ 天/‘day’ 前/‘ago’ in Chinese but is translated by the word 日前.

There is a special case in this category that is worth mentioning, which involves a lexical category in Chinese called localizers (Chao 1968). Two examples are given here to illustrate the translation divergence caused by localizers:

(25) 在 1 NP 下 1 <> under 1 NP
    at    NP underneath
(26) 在 1 IP 后 1 <> after 1 S
    at    IP back

About Chinese localizers such as the word 下 in Example (25), three facts are relevant for the issue under discussion. First, localizers were historically nouns and are still nominal in nature in contemporary Chinese. Second, a localizer cannot stand on its own and needs to be used after an NP to form a localizer phrase, which refers to a place that stands in a specific spatial relation with the denotation of the NP. For instance, the localizer phrase 桌子 下 literally means *table underneath* and refers to the place under some table. Third, a localizer phrase is usually used as the object of the preposition 在 to form a preposition phrase (PP). For instance, the Chinese PP 在 桌子 下 corresponds to the English PP *under the table*. These three facts indicate that, in cases where an English PP is translated as a Chinese PP, the English preposition corresponds to a discontinuous string of words consisting of the Chinese preposition and a localizer. Take Example (25) for instance—the Chinese counterpart of the English preposition *under* is 在 ... 下 in terms of grammatical function and lexical semantics. The first piece in the Chinese discontinuous string, namely, 在, has the same grammatical function as *under* in that they are both prepositions. However, 在 does not have the same lexical semantics as *under*. As a matter of fact, this Chinese preposition has little, if any, lexical semantics. The Chinese localizer 下 expresses the same lexical meaning as *under* in terms of spatial relation, but a localizer like 下 is nominal in nature and therefore differs with *under* in terms of grammatical function. In other words, the Chinese equivalent of the English *under* is neither 在 nor 下 but the string 在 ... 下 if we take both grammatical function and lexical semantics into consideration. 10

In addition to typical localizers such as 下 that express spatial relations, there are also some localizers that express temporal relations such as the one in Example (26). The localizer 后 literally means *back*, so the English word *after* is expressed in Chinese as *at the back of ...*, which causes translation divergence.

---

10 For cases like the example discussed here, we word-align the discontinuous string on the Chinese side with the English preposition and then align the two PPs. Besides the example here, there are other cases involving Chinese localizers that cause complications; interested readers are referred to Deng and Xue (2014b) to see how word and phrase alignments are done in those cases.
3.1.2 Transitivity (TR). The definition of transitivity (TR) is as follows:

Definition 3
A verb in one language and its lexical equivalent or actual translation in the other language differ in transitivity,\(^\text{11}\) which causes translation divergence.

Here are some examples from our corpus:

(27) 抱怨 NP <> complain\(_1\) about NP complain
(28) 对 NP 有利 NP <> benefit\(_1\) NP for NP benefit
(29) 了解 IP <> learn\(_1\) that S learn RS IP
(30) 讨论 NP <> argue\(_1\) about NP discuss

The Chinese verb 抱怨 in Example (27) is transitive and can take an object directly whereas its English lexical counterpart complain is intransitive and needs the preposition about to introduce the object. In Example (28), the English verb benefit is transitive whereas the Chinese 有利 is intransitive and relies on the preposition 对 to introduce its argument. In Example (29), the English verb learn takes a clausal object directly whereas the Chinese 了解 needs the suffix 到 to do that. Sometimes, the divergence may be caused by non-literal translations. For instance, in Example (30), the Chinese verb 讨论, which is transitive, is translated as argue, which is an intransitive verb and needs the preposition about to introduce its object.

We also include cases like the following in this category:

(31) 责怪 NP VP <> blame\(_1\) NP for VP
(32) 阻止 NP VP <> prevent\(_1\) NP from VP

Take Example (31), for instance. We view the Chinese 责怪 as a ditransitive verb that takes two complements: an NP denoting the person/entity that was blamed and a VP denoting the event for which the person/entity was blamed. The English blame also has these two semantic arguments, but unlike in Chinese where the verb can take the two arguments directly, the VP complement needs to be introduced by for to the verb. The same logic also applies to the case in Example (32). We view this as a difference in transitivity.

\(^{11}\) By transitivity, we focus on the ability of the verb to directly take an object without the help of a preposition or some other kind of particle such as a suffix-like morpheme in a Chinese resultative compound verb.
3.1.3 Absence of Function Words (AFW). The definition of absence of function words (AFW) is as follows:

**Definition 4**

Language-particular function words in one language do not exist in the other, which brings about translation divergence.

Here are some examples from our corpus:

(33) 首府 <> the capital
(34) 成为 NP <> has become NP
(35) 个 个 月 <> one month
(36) 起到了 NP <> played PERF

In Example (33), the English determiner the has no counterpart in Chinese. In Example (34), the English auxiliary verb has does not have a counterpart. In Example (35), the Chinese classifier 个 does not have a counterpart. In Example (36), the Chinese perfective aspect marker 了 lacks a counterpart.

Note that both TR and AFW involve function words but for different reasons. The majority of function words involved in TR are prepositions, many of which exist in both Chinese and English. By contrast, all the function words involved in AFW are language-particular items that only exist in one language but not the other. For the sake of distinction, we list here the most common language-particular function words from both English and Chinese.

The following English function words do not exist in Chinese:

- Determiners: the, a, an;
- Auxiliary verbs: do, have, be;
- Complementizers: that, if, whether, for;
- Relative pronouns: which, that, who, when, where, how;
- Other: to (infinitive marker), of, 's, and (discourse connective).

The following Chinese function words do not have lexical equivalents in English:

- Classifiers: 个, 只, 棵, 匹, 头 ...;
- Structural particles: 的, 得, 地, 所, 之, 把, 被 ...;
- Aspectual particles: 了, 着, 过, 起来, 下去 ...;
- Sentence-final particles: 吧, 呢, 吗, 啊 ...

12 We distinguish the if used to introduce an adverbial conditional clause, which has an equivalent in Chinese, and the if used to introduce a complement clause as in John wondered if Mary has left, which has no equivalent in Chinese.
3.1.4 Category Mismatch (CM). The definition of category mismatch (CM) is as follows:

Definition 5
A phrase and its translation differ in phrase types, which brings about translation divergence.

Some examples from our corpus:

(37) 进一步1 扩大2 NP <> the further1 expansion2 of NP
    further expand

(38) 主管1 NP <> in1 charge1 of NP
    oversee

(39) 一九八八年1 <> in 19881

(40) 在国际1 上 <> internationally1
    at international top

In Example (37), the Chinese phrase is a VP meaning to further expand NP whereas its English translation is an NP. In Example (38), the Chinese phrase is a VP whereas its translation is a PP. In Example (39), the Chinese phrase is an NP functioning as an adverbial, and its translation is a PP. In Example (40), the Chinese phrase is a PP, but its translation is an adverb phrase.

One thing to note is that we exclude category mismatch caused by notational differences. For example, a mono-clausal sentence is represented as an IP in CTB whereas it is represented as an S in PTB. If CM is taken at face value, the alignment between a Chinese IP and an English S is an instance of CM. However, we do not count such cases as CM. Real CM cases generally involve the use of function words and change of structure. For instance, the CM case in Example (37) involves the use of the determiner the and the preposition of.

3.1.5 Reordering (RE). The definition of reordering (RE) is as follows:

Definition 6
A phrase and its translation differ in word order, which brings about translation divergence.

Some examples from our corpus:

(41) 再1 伤害2 我们3 <> hurt2 us3 again1
    again hurt we

(42) 往前1 去2 <> go2 forward1
    forward go

13 A complete list of all the notational differences can be obtained by a comparison of the category labels used in the PTB annotation guidelines (Bies et al. 1995) and those used in the CTB annotation guidelines (Xue and Xia 1998). To save space, we will not provide the list here.
In both Examples (41) and (42), the adverbial modifier appears post-verbally in English whereas their Chinese counterparts appear before the verb. This is a very typical word order difference between the two languages. As for the word order differences in Examples (43) and (44), that is because Chinese is head-final whereas English is head-initial in the nominal domain. In Example (43), the Chinese compound has its head 'speed' on the right of the modifier 'development' whereas in the English NP the head rate comes before development. In Example (44), the head NP is after the relative clause IP in Chinese whereas the head NP in English is before the relative clause SBAR.

3.1.6 Dropped Elements (DE). The definition of dropped elements (DE) is as follows:

Definition 7
A constituent in a phrase has no overt manifestations in its translation due to a non-literal translation or some independent grammatical reason rather than AFW, which brings about translation divergence.

Some examples from our corpus:

(45) 在 NP 方面 <> in NP at aspect
(46) 我 喜欢 <> I like it
(47) 停止 VP <> They had stopped VP stop
(48) 预计 IP <> It is estimated that S estimate

Example (45) is a case where the divergence under discussion is caused by non-literal translation. The Chinese phrase literally means “in (在) the aspect (方面) of VP.” Note that the noun 方面 does not get translated. This is presumably because the translator thinks that “in VP” is more natural than the literal translation “in the aspect of VP” in the context where the translation appears. The other three examples are all cases where the divergence is caused by some grammatical difference between Chinese and English. For both Examples (46) and (47), Chinese is a pro-drop language that allows the omission of both subject and object pronouns. By contrast, English is not a pro-drop language. Because of this difference, in Example (46), the object of the verb 喜欢 is dropped, which causes translation divergence since the English object pronoun it cannot be dropped and lacks a counterpart. In Example (47), the subject pronoun on the Chinese side is dropped. Because they on the English side cannot be dropped, a translation divergence arises. As for Example (48), the subject pronoun It on the English

---

14 Word order difference is not the only divergence here. These two examples also involve AFW. It is common for an example to involve more than one divergence; see Example (53) and its discussion.
side is an expletive pronoun, which is used to satisfy the grammatical requirement in English that every clause needs a subject. Chinese differs from English in that Chinese does not require expletive subjects, which is why the Chinese sentence lacks a subject before the verb.

Note that in both the current case and the case of AFW, a word/constituent present on one side is absent on the other side. However, the absence is due to different reasons. In AFW, what is missing is a language-particular function word that exists in one language but not the other. In the case here, a missing constituent in a phrase of a language may actually exist in the language, and it is absent in that particular phrase because of either non-literal translation or some independent grammatical reason.

Let us compare an AFW example with Example (33) to see the difference. For AFW, the English determiner the is missing in 首府₁ <> the capital₁. We cannot argue that Chinese has an equivalent to the that gets dropped because such an element does not exist in the language. By contrast, we can reasonably say that Chinese has a counterpart for They that gets dropped in Example (47) because Chinese does have the pronoun 他们/’they’. The pronoun is dropped in Example (47) because Chinese allows pro-dropping for independent reasons that we will not pursue here.

3.1.7 Structural Paraphrase (SP). The definition of structural paraphrase (SP) is as follows:

Definition 8
A phrase and its translation are structural paraphrases of each other. The structural difference and lack of word alignments between the two cause translation divergence.

Some examples from our corpus:

(49) 是 农村₁ 的 孩子 <> grew up in the countryside₁ be countryside PRT kid
(50) 拿出 责任心 <> Be responsible take-out sense-of-responsibility
(51) 面 朝 黄土 背 朝 天 <> toiling on the land front face land back face sky
(52) 大家 公正 行事 <> no one has a finger on the scale everybody justly act

In Example (49), the Chinese phrase 是 农村 的 孩子 literally means “is a child from a rural area.” The English translation is a paraphrase of the literal meaning of the Chinese phrase. Note that the two have different structures and also that only the word alignment between 农村 and countryside is available. In Example (50), the Chinese phrase 拿出 责任心 literally means “to take out one’s sense of responsibility.” The English translation, again, is a paraphrase of the Chinese phrase. Note that the structures of the two are different and no word alignment is possible.

The most extreme case in this category is idiomatic expressions. It is rare, if not impossible, for two idioms, one from Chinese and the other from English, to mean...
the same thing and at the same time have the same structure. The translation of an idiom in one language is usually a literal expression in the other language, which has very different structure than that of the idiom. In other words, a divergence arises. For instance, in Example (51), the Chinese idiom 面朝黄土背朝天 literally means “one’s front faces the yellow soil and one’s back faces the sky,” which is a description of the position of a person when he does farm work such as hoeing in a field. The idiom is truthfully translated by the English translation, which has a different structure and no common words with respect to the Chinese phrase. In Example (52), the translation for the English idiom no one has a finger on the scale is 大家公正行事, which literally means everyone does things justly. Again, the two have different structures and no word alignment is possible between them.

3.1.8 Summary. The seven types introduced here cover all the TD instances we have found in HACEPT. Note that the categories are not a partition of the TD instances but rather features that can be assigned to TD instances satisfying the requirement(s) specified in their definitions. A TD instance may have more than one feature, and, as a matter of fact, many TD instances fit in more than one category.

For instance, an English wh-question and its Chinese translation will involve at least reordering and absence of function words. It involves reordering because Chinese is a wh-in situ language that does not move the wh-word to the beginning of the sentence whereas English does. It involves absence of function words because English wh-questions undergo subject–auxiliary inversion that requires an auxiliary such as do, which does not have a lexical equivalent in Chinese. So an aligned node pair between two wh-questions at least has the two features AFW and RE. The point here is illustrated by the following example:

(53) 你１ 吃２ 了 什么３? <> What３ did you１ eat２?

you eat PERF what

Here, there is a word order difference because the Chinese question word 什么 is at the end of the sentence whereas its English counterpart is at the beginning of the sentence. In addition, both the Chinese perfective aspect marker 了 and the English auxiliary verb did have no counterparts, which causes AFW.

In this subsection, we defined and classified translation divergence between Chinese and English. In the following subsection, we provide important statistics for the TD types and compare our findings with previous work on TD.

3.2 Statistics and Discussion

We present the statistics first and then provide some comparative discussion.

3.2.1 Statistics. Before getting to the numbers, let us first briefly introduce how we find the TD instances in each of the seven categories introduced earlier. As we have mentioned, we treat the seven categories as features carried by TD instances. Here is how we semi-automatically assign relevant features to each TD instance:

Given a sentence pair, we recursively search from the root of the parse tree down to the terminal nodes on each side. Any descendant terminal or non-terminal nodes under a pair of aligned nodes that are unaligned or aligned to several nodes would be considered as triggers for an instance of translation divergence. These triggers will
then be used to classify this aligned node pair into different TD categories. After the TD triggers are discovered, we design a heuristics-based approach to set up a preliminary classification:

- **LE**: One-to-many word alignment exists on either side.
- **TR**: An unaligned PP or VRD is found under a VP.
- **AFW**: An unaligned terminal node is found.
- **CM**: The labels of the two aligned root nodes are different.
- **RE**: Alignment of terminal nodes is not monotonically increasing.
- **DE**: None of the terminal nodes within an NP or VP is aligned.\(^\text{16}\)
- **SP**: Many-to-many word alignment exists.

These definitions will be checked one by one. If the condition of a TD category is satisfied, then this aligned node pair would be tagged with that TD category. If none is satisfied, then this aligned node pair is considered not divergent.

We then manually check the preliminary results and filter out errors in each category. Take CM for instance: Automatic search includes many cases that have category mismatch caused by notational differences mentioned above. These cases are trivial and will be excluded during the checking process. After filtering out trivial and incorrect cases, we obtain 62,809 aligned node pairs with translation divergence out of a total of 103,796 aligned node pairs. The TD rate is 0.61. We now report some important statistics about the seven categories.

Table 2 below shows the proportion of each of the seven TD categories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TD type</th>
<th>No. of TD instances</th>
<th>Percentage of TD type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LE</td>
<td>10,871</td>
<td>17.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR</td>
<td>2,251</td>
<td>3.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFW</td>
<td>51,165</td>
<td>81.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM</td>
<td>9,183</td>
<td>14.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE</td>
<td>19,997</td>
<td>31.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>5,083</td>
<td>8.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
<td>5,967</td>
<td>9.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that the numbers in the second column add up to 104,517, which is more than the total number of the TD instances (62,809). In addition, the total percentage in the third column is 166.40%—over 100%. This is because when doing statistics for each category, instances that fit in multiple categories are counted whenever the requirement of a category is met. As noted at the end of the previous subsection, many TD instances involve more than one TD category. As a result, many instances are counted more than once, giving rise to a total percentage above 100%. There are, however, instances that

\(^{16}\) Only NP and VP are considered because this divergence is mainly caused by dropped arguments, which are NPs, and VP ellipsis.
Table 3
TD instances with only one feature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TD type</th>
<th>Number of instances</th>
<th>Relative percentage</th>
<th>Absolute percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LE</td>
<td>2,552</td>
<td>23.48</td>
<td>4.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFW</td>
<td>24,796</td>
<td>48.46</td>
<td>39.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM</td>
<td>2,600</td>
<td>28.31</td>
<td>4.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE</td>
<td>2,197</td>
<td>10.99</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>606</td>
<td>11.92</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
<td>668</td>
<td>11.19</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>33,419</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>53.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The statistics about TD instances that have only one feature tag are given in Table 3.

The Relative percentage column provides the proportion of the instances from a TD category that only carry the TD feature to all the instances in that category. The Absolute percentage column provides the proportion of the instances from a TD category that only carry the TD feature to all the TD instances (namely, 62,809). For instance, out of the 10,871 instances in the LE category, 2,552 of them carry only the LE feature, which gives us a relative percentage of 23.48% and an absolute percentage of 4.06%. Note that TR is missing in the table. This is because a TR instance necessarily carries the AFW tag because of the definition of TR. Also note that the relative percentage in all the categories except AFW is rather low (below 30%). This indicates that an instance in one of these categories generally involves another category.

Given the fact that a TD feature rarely occurs all by itself, next we review the statistics about the co-occurrence of the features. Table 4 shows the statistics of feature combinations that cover more than 1,000 instances. “Relative percentage” in this table refers to the proportion of the instances carrying the feature combination in question to all the instances that have the same number of co-occurring features as the instances in question. Absolute percentage in this table is defined as the proportion of the instances carrying the feature combination in question to all the TD instances (namely, 62,809). For instance, among all the TD instances that have two co-occurring features, there are 8,975 TD instances that have the two features AFW and RE, which accounts for a relative percentage of 45.11%. The 8,975 TD instances with AFW and RE take up an absolute percentage of 14.29% in all the 62,809 TD instances.

What is most notable in Table 4 is that all the feature combinations involve AFW except the last one (LE and CM). This indicates that function words play an important role in defining the translation divergence between the two languages and therefore deserve more detailed investigation. Because of this consideration, in Table 5 we provide the statistics about the number of TD instances in each category that carry the AFW feature:

“Relative percentage” in the table refers to the proportion of the instances in a particular TD category that have the AFW feature to all the instances in that TD category. Absolute percentage refers to the proportion of the instances in a particular TD category that have the AFW feature to all the TD instances (namely, 62,809). For instance, among the 10,871 instances in the LE category, 6,626 of them carry the AFW feature, and this accounts for a relative percentage of 60.95% and an absolute percentage of 10.55%. As can be seen from the table, the lowest relative percentage is 46.76% and the highest is
Table 4
Co-occurrence of TD features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Co-occurring features</th>
<th>No. of instances</th>
<th>Relative percentage</th>
<th>Absolute percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFW and RE</td>
<td>8,975</td>
<td>45.11</td>
<td>14.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFW and LE</td>
<td>2,778</td>
<td>13.96</td>
<td>4.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFW and CM</td>
<td>2,115</td>
<td>10.63</td>
<td>3.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFW and DE</td>
<td>1,229</td>
<td>6.18</td>
<td>1.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFW, LE, and RE</td>
<td>1,620</td>
<td>22.89</td>
<td>2.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFW and SP</td>
<td>1,199</td>
<td>6.03</td>
<td>1.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFW, RE, and SP</td>
<td>1,118</td>
<td>15.80</td>
<td>1.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LE and CM</td>
<td>1,100</td>
<td>5.53</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>20,134</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>32.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

100%, indicating that function words play an important role in generating all types of translation divergences.

Of the 46,669 TD instances that involve AFW, 26,445 of them (56.7%) have unaligned function words only on the English side; 11,480 of them (24.6%) have unaligned function words on both sides; and 8,744 of them (18.7%) have unaligned function words only on the Chinese side. This means that English function words account for most of the TD occurrences. Among all the unaligned function words, 12 of them have occurred more than 1,000 times in the corpus. Table 6 shows a ranked list of 12 most frequent function words with their frequencies.

As can be seen from the list, only 3 of the 12 words come from Chinese—namely, the prenominal modification marker 的; the aspect-related particle 了, which appears either right after the verb or at the end of the sentence; and the 是, which is sometimes used as a copula and sometimes as an emphatic marker.

3.2.2 Discussion. There is a large body of literature on qualitative analysis of translation divergence. However, quantitative analysis of translation divergence seems to be rare. HACEPT makes it possible to study translation divergence both qualitatively and quantitatively. Our findings of translation divergence between Chinese and English confirm major TD types identified in other language pairs by previous qualitative research, and, more importantly, make up an aspect missing in previous work, namely, a quantification of each identified TD type that can be used to inform and direct MT research.

Table 5
TD instances with the AFW feature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TD Type</th>
<th>No. of instances with AFW</th>
<th>Relative percentage</th>
<th>Absolute percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LE</td>
<td>6,626</td>
<td>60.95</td>
<td>10.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR</td>
<td>2,251</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>3.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM</td>
<td>4,294</td>
<td>46.76</td>
<td>6.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE</td>
<td>16,281</td>
<td>81.42</td>
<td>25.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>4,160</td>
<td>81.84</td>
<td>6.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
<td>4,901</td>
<td>82.14</td>
<td>7.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>38,513</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>61.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Here we show that our classification system covers the seven types of translation divergence with respect to English, Spanish, and German reported by Dorr (1994), where the following classification is provided:

(I) Thematic divergence:
E: I like Mary ⇔ S: Maríá me gusta a mí
‘Mary pleases me’

(II) Promotional divergence:
E: John usually goes home ⇔ S: Juan suele ir a casa
‘John tends to go home’

(III) Demotional divergence:
E: I like eating ⇔ G: Ich esse gern
‘I eat likingly’

(IV) Structural divergence:
E: John entered the house ⇔ S: Juan entró en la casa
‘John entered in the house’

(V) Conflational divergence:
E: I stabbed John ⇔ S: Yo le di puñaladas a Juan
‘I gave knife-wounds to John’

(VI) Categorial divergence:
E: I am hungry ⇔ G: Ich habe Hunger
‘I have hunger’

(VII) Lexical divergence:
E: John broke into the room ⇔ S: Juan forzó la entrada al cuarto
‘John forced (the) entry to the room’

Types (IV) to (VII) all have equivalents in our classification system. The fourth type corresponds to transitivity (TR) in our system, because the English verb *enter* takes its object directly whereas the Spanish verb *entró* needs the preposition *en* to introduce its object. The fifth type belongs to lexical encoding (LE) in our system. It seems that Spanish does not have a lexical item corresponding to the English verb *stab* and needs to express the lexical meaning of *stab* with the multi-word expression *dar*/*give* *puñaladas*/*knife-wounds* *a*/*to*. The sixth type is category mismatch (CM) in our classification, because in the example the predicate is adjectival (*hungry*) in English but nominal (*Hunger*) in German. The seventh type also falls in the LE category in our system. The English *break into* can be viewed as a single lexical entry (i.e., a phrasal
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verb) because the meaning of the whole expression cannot be compositionally derived from the literal meaning of its two components. Spanish does not have a lexical item corresponding to the English phrasal verb and expresses the meaning analytically using the expression forzar/'force' la/'the' entrada/'entry' a/'to'.

As for the first three types of divergence found by Dorr (1994), they are rare between Chinese and English and there seem to be few, if any at all, instances of these three divergences in our corpus. Even if such instances do exist, they can be captured in our classification system. To be specific, thematic divergence can be captured by reordering (RE) because it involves word order change: The two arguments of the English psych verb like and those of the Spanish gustar occupy different positions in the sentence. The two head switching divergences, namely, promotional and demotional divergence, can both be captured by SP, because the main predicate has been changed from the source language to the target language: in (II), usually functions as an adverbial in English and its counterpart is the main verb soler in Spanish. In (III), like is the main verb in English whereas its counterpart is an adverbial gern in German. In other words, the original meaning is structurally paraphrased by the translation.

An aspect missing in qualitative analysis of translation divergence such as Dorr (1994) is the statistics of each identified TD type that specifies the extent of the types. It is unclear how frequently, say, the two head switching divergences occur in parallel texts. With the statistics reported in the previous subsection, we now have a clear notion about the distribution of each of the seven types of translation divergence between Chinese and English. It is worth pointing out that AFW and RE, which were not listed in the previous classification, turn out to be the most frequent among all TD types. SP, which covers the two head switching divergences, is actually the least frequent and therefore far less pressing than AFW and RE.

To summarize, in this section we rely on HACEPT to systematically investigate the translation divergence between Chinese and English. In the next section, we look into the question of whether the divergences reported in this section can be syntactically captured.

4. Can the Translation Divergences Be Captured by Syntax-Based Translation Rules?

Having extracted and characterized the translation divergences empirically using HACEPT, in this section we try to answer the question whether these translation divergences can be captured by the kind of syntax-based rules used in modern SMT systems. Given a pair of hierarchically aligned parse trees, we show that a simple algorithm can be followed to extract Hiero-style rules described in Chiang (2005). In comparison with Chiang’s approach, which relies on word-aligned sentence pairs to extract translation rules, the procedure of translation rule extraction is much simpler for us because we have hierarchically aligned parse trees.

This is how we extract a hierarchical translation rule from a phrase alignment: Given a pair of hierarchically aligned trees \( T_s \) and \( T_t \), find all aligned node pairs \( (n_s, n_t) \). For

---

17 Our interpretation of the divergence here is slightly different from that of Dorr (1994). According to Dorr, “in (VII), the event is lexically realized as the main verb break in English but as a different verb forzar (literally force) in Spanish.” So Dorr is focusing on the difference between break and forzar and treating it as the origin of the divergence. In our view, it does not seem accurate to say that “the event is lexically realized as the main verb break in English” because an event denoted by the verb break and that denoted by break into are quite different, and the English sentence is an event of breaking into rather than breaking (the room). In other words, the divergence here involves not only the two verbs but also other elements such as the preposition into and the object of forzar.
each pair of aligned nodes \((n_s, n_t)\), if some of the immediate daughter nodes are also aligned, replace the aligned daughter nodes with variables; otherwise, take the yield of the node pair. The result is a translation rule that consists of any number of lexical items and variables. Let us use the aligned sentence pair in Figure 2 to illustrate the translation rules that can be extracted from HACEPT.

Following the procedure as spelled out here, we can obtain the following translation rules based on the phrasal alignments in Figure 2 (before the colon is the pair of phrases that have been aligned and after the colon is the translation rule extracted based on the phrase alignment):

(a) \(\text{IP} \leftrightarrow S: \text{NP}_0 \text{ VP}_0 \leftrightarrow \text{NP}_0 \text{ VP}_0 \)

(b) \(\text{NP}_0 \leftrightarrow \text{NP}_0: \text{NP}_2 \text{ 的 } \text{NP}_1 \leftrightarrow \text{NP}_1 \text{ in NP}_2 \)

(c) \(\text{VP}_0 \leftrightarrow \text{VP}_0: \text{VP}_1 \leftrightarrow \text{would VP}_1 \)

(d) \(\text{NP}_1 \leftrightarrow \text{NP}_1: \text{科学博物館} \leftrightarrow \text{科学博物館} \)

(e) \(\text{NP}_2 \leftrightarrow \text{NP}_2: \text{里士满} \leftrightarrow \text{Richmond} \)

(f) \(\text{VP}_1 \leftrightarrow \text{VP}_1: \text{闭馆} \leftrightarrow \text{be closed} \)

As we can see, a translation rule may consist of only lexical items such as those in (d), (e), and (f); or may be composed of only phrase variables such as the one in (a); or may contain both lexical items and variables such as those in (b) and (c). In the last case, the lexical items in a rule may be continuous or discontinuous. When the lexical items are discontinuous, that is, separated by variables, it is a case of...
long distance lexical dependency,\(^{18}\) which means that the lexical items tend to co-occur. This is precisely what makes Hiero-style translation rules capable of capturing long-distance dependencies. Another way of looking at this is that the Hiero-style rules make a hierarchical partition of a sentence pair instead of a linear partition as phrase-based translation rules make. The question we are interested in answering is whether Hiero-style translation rules extracted from hierarchically aligned parse trees can capture the translation divergences we identified in Section 3.

Before answering the question, we first need to have a more precise definition of “capturing.” By “capturing,” we mean that the translation divergences are properly encapsulated in the translation rules, which are holistic mappings of the source side to the target side, and nothing extra needs to be done about the translation divergences in the translation process. This requires that the number of lexical items in the translation rules is small so that they can realistically repeat in a typical parallel corpus used to extract translation rules. In the rest of this section we first show that the translation divergences can be captured in Hiero-style translation rules. We then present a distribution of the translation rules by the number of lexical items that they contain. The distribution statistics show that most of the translation rules contain only a small number of lexical items, but there are also a significant number of translation rules that contain a large number of lexical items. A closer look reveals that the latter kind of rules are due to flat structures in the parallel parse trees. This indicates that the existing treebanks are not optimal for purposes of extracting translation rules. More articulated structures are preferred to flatter structures.

**Capturing translation divergence caused by lexical encoding.** Figure 3a provides an example for the translation divergence caused by LE. The English verb *desensitize* does not have a lexical counterpart in Chinese and is translated by the discontinuous string 让/‘make’ ... 变得/‘become’ 莫然/‘indifferent’ (i.e., to make ... become indifferent). The phrase alignment between the two root VPs is the syntactic context where the divergence appears. Note that the two aligned VPs are semantically equivalent and contain the words that are involved in the divergence. There are three phrase alignments contained within the divergence context. We replace these three phrase alignments with the appropriate phrase variables and we obtain the following translation rule, which effectively captures the translation divergence:

\[
\text{让}_1 \text{NP}_2 \text{PP}_3 \text{ 变得}_1 \text{漠然}_1 \leftrightarrow \text{desensitize}_1 \text{NP}_2 \text{ PP}_3
\]

**Capturing translation divergence caused by dropped elements.** Chinese is a language that allows the omission of different kinds of elements given a context. In the example in Figure 3, both the subject and the object pronoun are dropped on the Chinese side whereas the English sentence keeps both. In our view, identifying the location and the lexical-semantic content of a Chinese dropped element is a different NLP task than capturing the translation divergence caused by the dropped element (interested readers are referred to Baran, Yang, and Xue [2012] for annotation work on Chinese dropped pronouns, and Yang and Xue [2010] for results of experiments done to automatically recover Chinese dropped pronouns). When the dropped elements are recovered and put back on the parse tree, the divergence may disappear. This is shown in Figure 3b. Without the subject on the Chinese side, there is translation divergence between IP and

\[\text{VP}_c \leftrightarrow \text{VP}_e; \text{阻止}_1 \text{ NP} \text{ VP}_c \leftrightarrow \text{prevent}_1 \text{ NP} \text{ from} \text{ VP}_c, \text{ where there is a long distance lexical dependency between “prevent” and “from.”}\]
S. Similarly, the absence of the object on the Chinese side causes translation divergence between the two VPs. If the two dropped pronouns are recovered and represented on the parse tree by \( \text{pro}_0 \) and \( \text{pro}_1 \), respectively, the two instances of translation divergence no longer exist.

**Capturing translation divergence caused by transitivity.** The example in Figure 4a is an instance of the translation divergence caused by transitivity. The English verb *fund* is transitive and can directly take an object denoting the entity that receives the funding. By contrast, the Chinese translation of the verb, 出资, is intransitive and needs the preposition 对/‘to’ to introduce the semantic argument to the verb. After replacing the phrase alignments contained in the divergence context with a phrase variable, we obtain the translation rule (this rule also involves a word order difference, which is due to the fact that PPs must appear before the verb in Chinese):

- 出资 NP 對 NP <\(\sim\) fund\(_1\) NP

This rule captures the translation divergence in question.

**Capturing translation divergence caused by absence of function words.** Figure 4b provides an example for the translation divergence caused by AFW. The infinitive marker to in English used to introduce a purpose clause in the example does not exist in Chinese. With the phrase alignments given in the figure and after the abstraction, we obtain the translation rule that captures the divergence:

- 拿 NP VP <\(\sim\) take\(_1\) NP to VP

---

**Figure 3**
Translation divergence examples: LE and DE.
Capturing translation divergence caused by category mismatch. Now we turn to the translation divergence caused by CM, which is illustrated in Figure 5, where an English NP is translated by a Chinese sentence (IP). Given the phrase alignments in the figure, we can obtain this translation rule to capture the divergence:

- 他们_{1} 完全_{2} 遵循_{3} NP <=> their_{1} utter_{2} conformity_{3} to NP

Capturing translation divergence caused by reordering. There are quite a few word order differences between Chinese and English. One representative difference is the relative order between a verb and its modifier. In general, verbal modifiers like PPs appear before the verb in Chinese whereas they generally appear after the verb in English. This is shown in Figure 6a. We can obtain the following rule for this example:

- PP 引起_{1} <=> driven_{1} PP

Capturing translation divergence caused by structural paraphrase. Now we discuss the last type of translation divergence caused by SP. The challenge posed by SP, especially idiomatic expressions, is that there can be no phrase alignments contained inside the alignment between the source phrase and its translation. This is not surprising because the source phrase and its translation (which is a structural paraphrase of the source phrase) are usually very different both lexically and structurally. As shown by
the example in Figure 6b, the literal translation of the English idiom *think outside the box* is 跳出/'jump out' 常规/'regular' 思维/'thinking', where not a single word alignment is possible. For extreme cases like this, we get a translation rule that consists of only words and no phrase variables like the one below:

- 跳出 常规 思维 <> think outside the box

4.1 Statistics About the Length of Extracted Rules in HACEPT

In this subsection, we provide statistics with respect to terminal nodes (lexical items) contained in the hierarchical translation rules extracted from HACEPT. In total, we have extracted 103,796 rules. As illustrated by the example in Figure 2, a rule may contain only lexical items, or only phrase variables, or both. Here is the distribution of the three types of rules:

(a) Total number of rules: 103,796 (100%)
(b) Number of rules that contain only lexical items: 52,379 (50.46%)
(c) Number of rules that contain only phrase variables: 2,621 (2.53%)
(d) Number of rules that contain both lexical items and phrase variables: 48,796 (47.01%)
Among all the rules that contain both lexical items and phrase variables, 19,766 contain discontinuous lexical items, which accounts for 40.51% of these rules and indicates the importance of hierarchical rules.

Now let us focus on the number of lexical items contained in the rules. The statistics are given in Table 7. As shown in the table, 89.95% of the rules contain seven or fewer words.\(^{19}\) Still, there are 10% of the rules that are quite long.

---

\(^{19}\) We chose seven as the cut-off as 90% of the rules have seven or fewer lexical items, well within the maximum number of lexical items allowed in a Hiero-style system in the default setting, which is five on each side (i.e., 10 total per rule).
One primary factor that increases the number of terminal nodes in a rule is that some parts of the parse trees are flat, which places some legitimate phrase alignments out of reach. This situation happens both within a clause and across clause boundaries in a multi-clausal sentence. Consider the example given in Figure 7.

It is not hard to see from the example that the hierarchical translation rule based on the phrase alignment between \( VP_{c0} \) and \( VP_{e0} \) is: "杀 NP VP <> kill NP to V", which has three terminal nodes in it (the Chinese verb 杀, the English verb kill, and the English infinitive marker to). Note that the Chinese \( VP_{c1} \)杀/‘kill’熊/‘bear’ corresponds in meaning with the English string kill the bear. However, \( VP_{c1} \) cannot be aligned with its meaning correspondence because the English parse tree is flat and does not group the verb kill and its object the bear to form a VP.\(^{20}\) If such a VP exists, it could be aligned with \( VP_{c1} \) and the hierarchical rule will be “VP VP <> VP to VP”, which is a much shorter rule and contains only one terminal node. Whenever a legitimate pair of phrases cannot be aligned, the terminal nodes that they dominate will accumulate until an aligned node pair higher up in the tree is reached. As a result, we will obtain translation rules that

\(^{20}\) See Deng and Xue (2014a) for discussion about both the linguistic and practical engineering reasons for the fact that legitimate phrase alignments cannot be made in some places.
contain more lexical items. The situation illustrated by Figure 7 also happens across clause boundaries in a multi-clausal sentence. Because of considerations of space, we will not provide more examples.

Generally speaking, hierarchical alignment prefers more articulated structures than flat ones so that more nodes are available for phrase alignment. In the meantime, it is also clear from the examples that we have provided that not all non-terminal nodes in syntactic parses need to be aligned for the purpose of extracting Hiero-style rules. This suggests that the syntactic trees in existing treebanks simultaneously have too much and too little structure and are not optimal for the purpose of translation rule extraction, as they are not designed for any particular natural language applications. This observation is consistent with the findings of other researchers—in particular, those of Lavie, Parlikar, and Ambati (2008) and Ambati and Lavie (2008). However, when there is sufficient structure in the parse trees on both sides that are hierarchically aligned, Hiero-style translation rules that capture the translation divergences between Chinese and English can be extracted. We suspect that this observation generalizes to other language pairs as well. This suggests that one way to advance MT research is to build hierarchically aligned treebanks that systematically consider the interaction of word and phrase alignment with the syntactic structure of each sentence in a sentence pair. This is in contrast with the current state of affairs where tools and resources for word alignment and syntactic parsing are built independently.

5. Implications of Translation Divergences for Cross-Lingual Semantic Representations

In this section, we briefly discuss the implications of the translation divergences we identified from HACEPT for building cross-lingually valid semantic representations. The Vauquois Pyramid (Vauquois 1968) has had tremendous influence in shaping our conception of MT as a problem. The Vauquois Pyramid states that as we appeal to more abstract translation representations, the gap between the representations of the source and target language sentences narrows and the cost of mapping the source sentence representation to the target sentence representation will be lower, at the expense of a higher cost of analyzing a source language sentence into the abstract source representation and generating the target sentence from the abstract target translation representation. “Cost” here can be understood as the level of processing difficulty. For interlingua approaches, the goal is to achieve an abstract universal semantic representation that is shared by both the source and target language. Between the interlingua approach and those approaches that directly map words in the source language sentence to those of the target language sentence, there is a whole range of different representations that make different tradeoffs between the analysis/generation step and the mapping or transfer step. Syntactic representations, for example, are generally considered to be more abstract than word-based translation but less abstract than semantic representations. Prior to SMT, rule-based techniques for mapping between the source and target language representations were limited in their capability, and finding the right level of abstraction in the translation representation was all-important.

SMT approaches are capable of much more sophisticated mapping or transfer models, so the burden of finding the right translation representations has been eased. In fact, early IBM models (Brown et al. 1993) are word-based and rely on the direct translation between words. The introduction of syntactic trees into SMT models (Galley et al. 2004, 2006) has improved MT performance (Zollmann et al. 2008), when they are
used as constraints on the extraction of translation rules. The natural question that arises is whether there will be additional benefits if semantic structures are incorporated into SMT systems. The argument for using semantic representations remains the same as it was in the pre-SMT era, namely, that semantic representations abstract away from surface characteristics that differentiate the languages and bring the languages together. Given the translation divergences between Chinese and English that we have presented, it is worth asking if semantic representations such as Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) can better bridge these translation divergences than syntactic representations. AMR tries to develop semantic representations for MT, which form an inventory of abstract concepts and relations that can generalize over morphosyntactic variations. As a result, it has no difficulty bridging translation divergences caused by reordering, category mismatch, or the absence of function words on either side of a language pair. However, coming up with a shared semantic representation for translation divergences that involve alternative lexicalizations for the same semantic content (e.g. translation divergences that we characterize as SP and LE) may be impractical as these divergences are arbitrary and open-ended. This is consistent with findings in Xue et al. (2014), which show that structural divergences prevent AMRs for Czech and Chinese from being fully compatible with those in English. In light of our discussion in the previous section where we show that Hiero-style translation rules can encapsulate these translation divergences, and the challenges in building cross-linguistically valid semantic representations, the underlying assumptions of the Vauquois Pyramid may need to be re-examined in the context of SMT where translation equivalence can be modeled on linguistic units much larger than single words or concepts.

6. Related Work

In this section, we discuss the literature that is related to our work. We will first discuss the literature on translation divergence, and then that on alignment.

6.1 Related Work on Translation Divergence

Translation divergence was at the forefront of interlingua-based MT research in the early 1990s. Dorr (1993, 1994) discussed the issue extensively and described an elaborate scheme aimed at representing translation divergences in the Lexical Conceptual Structure framework (Jackendoff 1983, 1992) that she uses as the interlingua for MT. Since then, research on translation divergence has expanded from European languages such as German, French, and Spanish to languages spoken in Asia such as Urdu (Saboor and Khan 2010), Hindi (Dave, Parikh, and Bhattacharyya 2001; Gupta and Chatterjee 2001, 2003; Sinha, Mahesh, and Thakur 2005b, 2005a), and Sanskrit (Mishra and Mishra 2009). Translation divergence is also a challenge for MT approaches based on semantic transfer. An early survey of translation divergences in the context of transfer-based MT is provided by Lindop and Tsujii (1991). Most of the MT field has shifted to the SMT paradigm since the pioneering effort at IBM, but a few transfer-based MT efforts persevered. One recent such effort is the LOGON system (Lønning et al. 2004; Oepen et al. 2007), which uses MRS (Copestake et al. 1995, 2005) as a semantic representation framework. MT systems based on semantic transfer are designed to systematically

21 We use AMR as an example, but similar remarks could also apply to MRS (Copestake et al. 2005) and Discourse Representation Structures (Kamp and Reyle 1993).
handle “syntactic divergences” such as word order differences, but “lexical-semantic divergences” (caused by how certain meaning is encoded lexically) often need to be tackled with additional semantic transfer rules. The challenges that translation divergences pose for interlingua- and semantic transfer–based approaches are similar, and so are the solutions. For example, Dorr (1994) introduced a set of markers in her Lexical Conceptual Structure lexicon to indicate how specific lexical semantic concepts should be mapped or realized. Stymne and Ahrenberg (2006) also introduced additional rules within the MRS framework to handle certain lexical-semantic divergences between English and Swedish.

We investigate translation divergence in a very different time, when the use of large-scale parallel corpora in SMT is the standard practice, and we semi-automatically extract instances of translation divergence from a parallel corpus annotated based on a carefully designed hierarchical alignment scheme that preserves the integrity of lexical dependencies (which can alternatively be viewed as constructions or patterns). That makes it possible for us to exhaustively examine all possible translation diversities that appear in naturally occurring data, without limiting ourselves to a predefined set of translation diversities gathered from linguistic knowledge. The translation diversities that Dorr examined are all related to verbs and the realization of their arguments. Although they reflect important cross-lingual differences, they are certainly not the only translation diversities, as we have demonstrated. The use of an annotated corpus also allows us to automatically compute the distribution of the translation diversities. Although Dorr et al. (2002) also attempt to quantify the translation diversities in their data, their computation is based on a predetermined set of translation diversities, and does not necessarily cover all possible translation diversities. We do not distinguish “syntactic” and “lexical-semantic” translation diversities, because, as we show in Section 4, the Hiero-style translation rules used in statistical translation models can encapsulate both “syntactic” and “lexical-semantic” translation diversities in a uniform manner, making such a distinction largely irrelevant.

An empirical investigation of the translation diversities of the kind we describe here also sheds light on the feasibility of developing synchronous grammars for MT. Early work such as Wu (1997) and (Alshawi, Bangalore, and Douglas 2000) assumes a form of context-free grammar that has very strict restrictions on the types of grammatical rules that are allowed. Eisner (2003) argues for the need to accommodate non-isomorphic syntactic structures in MT systems and proposes using synchronous tree substitution grammars that are collections of pairs of aligned elementary trees as basic units of the grammar. Ding and Palmer (2005) implemented a statistical MT model that uses synchronous dependency insertion grammars, the basic units of which are also elementary trees, but their elementary trees are subgraphs of a dependency tree rather than a phrase structure tree. However, none of this previous work attempts to demonstrate that their form of synchronous grammar can accommodate the major types of translation diversities. We have shown that the translation diversities we have characterized can be encapsulated in Hiero-style stochastic context-free grammar rules extracted from a parallel treebank annotated with a carefully designed hierarchical alignment scheme if there is sufficient structure in the syntactic trees. In practice, Hiero-style translation rules are typically extracted from word-aligned parallel corpora without using syntactic structures in existing work, but we believe a hierarchically aligned treebank can be used to extract translation rules that can better preserve lexical dependencies or constructions in language. Of course, in order to achieve competitive performance, the hierarchically aligned corpus needs to be either automatically reproduced or acquired on a large scale.
6.2 Related Work on Alignment

There is also a wealth of work that addresses the issue of “cohesion” or compatibility between word alignments and syntactic trees. Cherry and Lin (2003) developed a probabilistic model to improve word alignment using the dependency tree structure as features to influence word alignment decisions. Cherry and Lin (2006) develop an approach that shrinks the search space for word alignment by bringing cohesion constraints imposed by the dependency structure inside an Inverse Transduction Grammar framework (Wu 1997). DeNero and Klein (2007) demonstrate how word alignments that do not respect the constituent structure of the target sentence hinder the extraction of generalizable translation rules and propose an unsupervised word alignment model that takes into account the constituent structure of the target sentence. May and Knight (2007) use rules extracted from a syntactic-based MT model to re-align the words in a sentence pair. Fossum (2010) reports work in which she uses syntactic features to correct word alignment errors, and uses word alignment information to correct syntactic parsing errors. Riesa and Marcu (2010) and Riesa, Irvine, and Marcu (2011) use a large number of syntactic features from source and target language syntax to perform word alignment in a discriminative machine learning framework. Wang and Zong (2013) use dependency structure to constrain word alignment in a generative framework. All of these works recognize the need to use syntactic structure to influence word alignment (or vice versa), but, typically, work on automatic word alignment focuses on statistical modeling and does not discuss the linguistic basis of word alignment and how it interacts with syntactic structure, perhaps with the exception of Hermjakob (2009), who recognizes the difficulty of aligning what he calls “orphan” function words, words that do not have an equivalent in the other language. He ultimately adopts a G-TAHS, which seems to be the only plausible option short of performing hierarchical alignment. Our work differs from this line of research in that we systematically consider the interaction between word and phrase alignment, and propose an alignment scheme that operates on syntactic parses rather than on just words in a sentence pair.

There have been previous attempts to align non-terminal nodes in a tree (sometimes referred to as “subtree alignment”) in the context of syntax-based SMT. Tinsley et al. (2007) proposes an algorithm that automatically aligns the phrase structure trees of a sentence pair, as well as a set of well-formedness constraints that such alignments have to obey. Hearne et al. (2007) automatically align a parallel English–French treebank using this algorithm and study translation divergences between the two languages as reflected in the aligned subtrees. However, their study does not go beyond translation divergences that have been previously observed such as those described in Dorr (1994) and does not attempt to quantify them. Lavie, Parlizar, and Ambati (2008) propose an algorithm to automatically align the nonterminal nodes between pairs of word-aligned phrase structure trees in a parallel corpus, and extract aligned subtrees from this corpus to create a syntax-based phrase table for use in an MT system. They show that although phrase pairs extracted this way are precise, they suffer from low coverage due to the non-isomorphic nature of the parallel trees. Ambati and Lavie (2008) extend this work and propose an approach to automatically restructure a target tree and make it more isomorphic with its corresponding source tree. Sun, Zhang, and Tan (2010) describe a machine-learning based model to align subtrees between Chinese and English sentences. Our work departs from all the previous work in that we propose a hierarchical alignment scheme that clearly separates words that should be aligned at the word level from those that should be aligned at the phrase level, and explicitly propose
the preservation of lexical dependencies as a criterion for the alignment of non-terminal nodes.

7. Conclusions

In this article, we conduct an empirical investigation of translation divergences between Chinese and English using a parallel treebank. In order to semi-automatically identify and categorize the translation divergences, we first devise a hierarchical alignment scheme between Chinese and English parse trees that eliminates conflicts and redundancies between word alignments and syntactic parses to prevent the generation of spurious translation divergences. Using this hierarchically aligned Chinese–English parallel treebank that we call HACEPT, we are able to semi-automatically identify translation divergences, classify them into seven types, and quantify each type of translation divergence. Our results show that the translation divergences are much broader than previously described in studies that are largely based on anecdotal evidence and linguistic knowledge. Our results also quantitatively demonstrate that some high-profile translation divergences that motivate previous research are actually very rare in our data, whereas other translation divergences that have previously received little attention actually exist in large quantities. We show that the type of syntax-based translation rules currently used in state-of-the-art SMT systems can be automatically extracted from HACEPT and they are expressive enough to capture the translation divergences. We also point out that existing treebanks are not optimal for extracting such translation rules. We also discuss the implications of our study to attempts to bridge translation divergence by devising shared semantic representations across languages. We show that although it is possible to bridge some translation divergences with semantic representations, other translation divergences are open-ended and building a semantic representation that captures all possible translation divergences may be impractical.
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